
PROSPEAKERS 2.0
Professional stereo speakers in a rugged and durable design 

for meetingrooms, conferencerooms and classrooms

VLSP65AW specifications

 2 x 30 Watt active speakers
Automatic ECO mode after 90 seconds (0,5 Watt)
Audio inputs: 1 x RCA + 1 x  Stereo 3,5 mm + 1 x Balanced
LOOP and Sub output
One pair of speakers (one active + one passive)

Professional Speakers
with Powersaving stand-by function 

The  is a step-up model with balanced inputs VLSP65AW
and powerful stereo speaker-system suitable for meeting- 
and conferencerooms, classrooms and more. Despite the 
compact design, the  deliver excellent sound VLSP65AW
through use of the integrated 2-way speaker units.

The  is equipped with a powerful basswoofer VLSP65AW
and a combined midrange and tweeter unit which 
contributes to powerful and great sound.

The speaker mounts are included and can be used in 
horizontal and vertical position. The system includes 10 
meters speaker cable for use between the active and the 
passive unit.

VLSP65AW

 Frequency response   

Sensitivity     

RMS rated power      

Max SPL (sound pressure level) 1m distance    

 Speaker units     

Construction          

Magnetically Shielded     

Power supply         

Power consumption     

Signal in    

Signal Out    

Speaker output     

Color      

Weight / Dimensions (W x H x D)     

Accessories in the box         

45 Hz – 20 Khz @-10dB, 50Hz to 20kH @±3dB

88dB

 2 x 30 Watt (4 Ω)

110 dB 

 Bass

 Tweeter dome

Enclosure 

Mounting panel

Yes

230 - 240 Volt AC

Max. 75 Watt

  1 x RCA, 1 x  Stereo 3.5 mm, 1 x 5 pin Balanced

1 x Loop & 1 x SUB out

2 pin Phoenix

White & Black

6.26 kg

Euro Power Cord x 1, Wall brackets x 2, 
10 m speaker cable x 1, Manual x 1

 5.25"

 1.0"

Plastic

Steel

178 x 240 x 162 mm
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1 Aux Input

2 RCA Input

3 Balance Input

4 Loop Output

5 Sub Output

6 Speaker Output

7 LED Indicator

8 Treble Adjustment

9 Bass Adjustment

10 Volume Control

11 Power Switch

12 AC Power Cord

1. 3.5 mm stereo jack input: This line level stereo input is very useful to connect your computer and
portable sources (CD, MD, MP3 players etc).

2. RCA input: Here you can connect your sound source. This input has to be connected to an input
signal at LINE level (CD, DVD, VHS, Tuner, Mixing table etc). 

3. Balanced input: Here you can connect your sound source. This input has to be connected to an input
signal at LINE level (CD, DVD, VHS, Tuner, Mixing table etc). 

4. LOOP: Signal output, connect to the other VLSP65AW or an active amplier.  

5. SUB ouput: Signal output, connect to an extra Subwoofer.  

6. Speaker output: These two pin EUROBLOCK plug should be used to connect the enclosed passive
loudspeaker. Using other loudspeakers can give bad results and even cause damage to the main unit.
Be sure the “+” socket of the main unit is connected to the “+” of the passive loudspeaker and
the “-” to “-”. 

7.  LED Indicator: When powered on, the LED will constant keep Blue color.  

8. Treble control: Here you can increase or decrease the high frequency. Increasing high frequency can
improve the intelligibility. Adjust it to the desired level. In the center position the sound should be neu-
tral. 

9. Bass control: By adding bass you can add depth to you sound source. Decreasing bass can improve the
intelligibility of spoken messages.

10. Volume control: With this button you can easily set desired volume.

11. Power Switch: When the AC plug is connected to the mains circuit, you can turn the unit on and off with this
button. 

12. AC power cord: Connect to the supplied Euro power cord for power.  

Instructions for use
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